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Abstract: This article offers a step-by-step description of how qualitative data analysis software can be used for a qualitative content analysis of newspaper articles. Using NVivo as an example, it illustrates how software tools can facilitate analytical flexibility and how they can enhance transparency and trustworthiness of the qualitative research process. Following a brief discussion of the key characteristics, advantages and limitations of qualitative data analysis software, the article describes a qualitative content analysis of 230 newspaper articles, conducted to determine international media perceptions of New Zealand's environmental performance in connection with climate change and carbon emissions. The article proposes a multi-level coding approach during the analysis of news texts that combines quantitative and qualitative elements, allowing the researcher to move back and forth in coding and between analytical levels. The article concludes that while qualitative data analysis software, such as NVivo, will not do the analysis for the researcher, it can make the analytical process more flexible, transparent and ultimately more trustworthy.
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1. Introduction

The purpose of this article is to illustrate the use of qualitative data analysis software (QDAS) as a research tool in implementing qualitative content analysis. The article offers a detailed description of QDAS applied to the analysis of international press coverage of a country's environmental performance linked to carbon emissions. Thus, while software-assisted qualitative content analysis of news articles is at the center of the approach suggested here, we include the steps prior to and following the actual analysis and coding, as they form a crucial part of the overall research process. [1]

Guided by a qualitative, mild social constructionist research paradigm, the research described here was part of a larger study that set out to determine the perceived credibility and potential vulnerability of New Zealand's global environmental positioning as a clean, green food exporter and 100% Pure tourist destination (see the Official Site for Tourism New Zealand). The study followed the argumentation that, as calls for environmental responsibility are growing louder, the global competitiveness of nations and places increasingly depends on their ability to convince audiences both domestic and overseas of their environmental credentials and integrity. As a main carrier of country reputation and channel through which place image travels, the mass media are known to play a crucial role with regard to the perceived legitimacy and credibility of a place's brand positioning (ANHOLT, 2010; AVRAHAM, 2000; AVRAHAM & KETTER, 2008; GOLD, 1994; HALL, 2002). Moreover, media coverage can turn remotely located places into areas of possible concern for people living thousands of kilometers away (CHOULIARAKI, 2006; COTTLE, 2009a; 2009b). [2]

The research described in this article sought to determine New Zealand's environmental reputation overseas through an analysis of a total of 230 articles published in Australian, UK and US quality daily newspapers during a five year period (2008-2012), focusing on coverage of New Zealand (NZ) in connection with carbon emissions as a proxy for its environmental performance. With regard to NZ's perceived environmental credibility, findings indicate that, contrary to a generally favorable perception at the beginning of the study period in 2008, by the end of the year 2012 NZ was no longer in the spotlight as an environmental leader with regard to carbon emissions. Instead, it was largely ignored in the global climate change arena. Judging from Australian media coverage, NZ's environmental reputation remained largely intact there, while in the UK and the US isolated unfavorable articles could be first signals of a shift towards wider negative perceptions. The study concludes that, in the absence of favorable coverage needed to maintain the country's image and reputation, NZ's global environmental positioning had become more vulnerable. Of particular interest for, and the key focus of, this article, however, is how software was used to support the process of qualitative content analysis. [3]

In the following we offer a brief review of academic literature on qualitative content analysis and software-assisted qualitative data analysis, two research methods that have gained much popularity in recent years. We then move on to a
step-by-step illustration of the software-assisted analysis process, from choosing the right software and learning how to use it, to data import and preparation, coding and analysis, and visualization of research findings. We hope that this detailed description will assist those not yet familiar with QDAS-assisted qualitative or mixed methods analysis of textual data in gaining a realistic impression of the method's advantages and limitations. [4]

2. Literature Review

2.1 Qualitative content analysis (QCA)

Unlike quantitative content analysis with its long history as "a research technique for the objective, systematic and quantitative description of the manifest content of communication" (BERELSON, 1952, p.18), QCA is context-specific (SCHREIER, 2012): it treats context as "central to the interpretation and analysis of the material" (KOHLBACHER, 2006, §80). QCA moves away from the focus on objectivity as maintained by traditional quantitative content analysis (BERELSON, 1952; BRYMAN, 2012; HOLSTI, 1969), in an attempt to allow for "the subjective interpretation of the content of text data" while maintaining "the systematic classification process of coding and identifying themes or patterns" (HSIEH & SHANON, 2005, p.1278). [5]

QCA is both systematic, flexible, and reduces data. As SCHREIER (2012, p.8) observes, the method is systematic in the sense that "all relevant material is taken into account; a sequence of steps is followed during the analysis, regardless of your material; and you have to check your coding for consistency (reliability)." QCA is further flexible in that the coding frame is adapted to the material and research questions at hand (SCHREIER, 2012). Furthermore, data reduction occurs through limiting analysis to relevant parts. [6]

QCA keeps transparency as one of the main advantages of classical content analysis (BRYMAN, 2012) intact, while attempting to synthesize two contradictory methodological principles: openness and theory-guided investigation (GLÄSER & LAUDEL, 1999). In other words, QCA seeks "to preserve the advantages of quantitative content analysis as developed within communication science and to transfer and further develop them to qualitative-interpretive steps of analysis" (MAYRING, 2000, §2). It aims for "empirical, methodological controlled analysis of texts within their context of communication, following content analytical rules and step by step models, without rash quantification" (§5). [7]

It has to be noted that maintaining a strict distinction between quantitative and qualitative content analysis is not always useful or possible. For example, as Krippendorff (2013) points out, "all reading of texts is qualitative, even when certain characteristics of a text are later converted into numbers" (p.22). Also, qualitative content analysts are not per se opposed to incorporating quantitative elements and counting, as our own study shows, and as evident in the variety of approaches to QCA illustrated by SCHREIER (2014) and HSIEH and SHANNON (2005), among others. As KUCKARTZ (2014, p.3) points out, "both a quantitative
analysis of qualitative data, as well as a qualitative analysis of quantitative data, are possible. Thus, there is no reason to suspect a deep divide between the qualitative and quantitative perspectives.” For instance, subject to the research question, QCA can include quantitative elements such as word frequency analysis (MAYRING, 2000). In other words, QCA allows a focus on quantitative aspects of the research data that are most relevant to the research question (SCHREIER, 2012). [8]

Arguably the best known approach to QCA to date was developed by German scholar Phillip MAYRING in the 1980s, which has now become standard literature, particularly in his native, German-speaking scientific community (KOHLBACHER, 2006). One characteristic of MAYRING’s approach is that coding criteria are developed based on research questions and theoretical background, while categories are developed inductively through close reading of the material, which are then checked against and refined in accordance with the previously established criteria (MAYRING, 2000). [9]

MAYRING further distinguishes between three types of QCA: summary, explication and structuring, which can be carried out either independently or in combination, depending on the particular research questions (see also KOHLBACHER, 2006; TITSCHER, MEYER, WODAK & VETTER, 2000): Essentially, summary refers to a reduction of the material to the essential content to make it more manageable, whereas explication focuses on explaining, clarifying and annotating the material. Structuring, a procedure similar to classical content analysis, seeks to extract a particular structure from the material in question. Among those three approaches, summary is perhaps the closest to the software-assisted approach to QCA described below. However, we concur with KOHLBACHER (2006) and GLÄSER and LAUDEL (1999) that as a young discipline, there is still ample room for further developing QCA, both in terms of methodological and practical advances. For this article, we are particularly interested in the uses for and potential of conducting content analysis with the assistance of specifically designed software. [10]

2.2 Software-assisted qualitative data analysis

Numerous scholars have discussed the advantages and limitations of using qualitative data analysis software packages (QDAS, also referred to as CAQDAS) in academic research. Proponents hail them for faster and more efficient data management (BAZELEY, 2007, 2009, 2011; BRINGER, JOHNSTON & BRACKENRIDGE, 2006; LEWINS & SILVER, 2007; MANGABEIRA, LEE & FIELDING, 2004; MARSHALL, 2002; RICHARDS, 2002; RYAN, 2009; WELSH, 2002), their ability to handle large volumes of data (BERGIN, 2011; BOURDON, 2002; MacMILLAN, 2005; ROBERTS & WILSON, 2002) and to reduce complexity (SCHÖNFELDER, 2011). Others have stressed their ability to improve methodological rigor (RICHARDS, 2002), consistency (BERGIN, 2011) and analytical transparency (BRINGER et al., 2004, 2006; COUSINS & McINTOSH, 2005; JOHNSTON, 2006; RYAN, 2009; THOMPSON, 2002; WELSH, 2002). BAZELEY (2007) and LEWINS and SILVER (2007) both provide detailed
descriptions of how software packages support qualitative research as a tool for managing and organizing data, managing ideas, querying data, graphically modeling ideas and concepts, and reporting from the data. Moreover, the software's searching and modeling tools allow making data visible in ways not possible with manual methods, allowing for new insights and reflections on a project (SCHREIER, 2012; SICCAMA & PENNA, 2008). [11]

Critical voices, on the other hand, lament the high financial cost of some software packages and the considerable time and effort required to learn them (BERGIN, 2011; THOMPSON, 2002), and that they might entice the researcher to put too much trust in the tools provided, thereby potentially generating unrealistic expectations (MacMILLAN, 2005; MacMILLAN & KOENIG, 2004; MANGABEIRA et al., 2004). Others have pointed out that the relative ease of software-assisted coding can reduce critical reading and reflection (BAZELEY, 2007), and that software overuse can lead to "coding fetishism" (RICHARDS, 2002). A key concern in this regard seems to be that computer software will mechanize qualitative analysis and thus compromise the exploratory, interpretative character of most qualitative research (BAZELEY, 2007). However proponents such as RYAN (2009) note, it is up to the researcher to decide how and which data to code and to make sure software use suits the theoretical framework, context and research questions. After all, computers "cannot resolve essential dilemmas of inquiry, nor eliminate the important role of creativity ... and will not ultimately make the work less challenging" (COUSINS & McINTOSH, 2005, p.597; see also RYAN, 2009). Arguably, reservations regarding insufficient analytical flexibility are linked to a lack of transparent, clear descriptions of QDAS-use in qualitative research (MacMILLAN, 2005; MacMILLAN & KOENIG, 2004). In fact, several scholars have denounced the often lacking description in methodology chapters and research papers of how software was used throughout the analytical process (for example, JOHNSTON, 2006; KIKOOMA, 2010; THOMPSON, 2002). [12]

There is clear consensus that the choice/use of QDAS in the first place largely depends on the methodology and methods employed (MacMILLAN, 2005; MacMILLAN & KOENIG, 2004). However, limitations arise when researchers who do decide to use a QDAS software perceive it as a handy utensil or convenient tool, and the chosen software does not become a fully integrated part of the very design of the research project (BOURDON, 2002). On the other hand, as RYAN (2009) stresses, while software does aid the analysis of qualitative data, it should not be seen as a separate process from the research methodology. Rather, it has to be used in a way that supports and enhances the methods and methodology chosen for a specific study. [13]

In this article we address two gaps in the extant literature regarding QDAS. First, as noted above, there is little published work that fully describes the methodological process of using the software to facilitate analysis. Second, and most significantly for this article, there is also little published work with a specific focus on QCA. A key difference between QDA in general and QCA in particular is that the first focuses on the significance of observations, aiming for interpretations that do justice to a whole body of texts, whereas the second takes
a somewhat more pragmatic approach by including quantitative aspects. Unlike data such as interviews, mentions of specific keywords within news texts—such as New Zealand in connection with carbon emissions—are limited to one paragraph and not necessarily linked to what follows or precedes it. Furthermore, the quantitative aspect of QCA proved ideal for answering the research questions concerning changes of the amount of coverage over time and how it differed across countries, offering valuable clues as to the salience and perceived newsworthiness of New Zealand’s environmental performance in those countries. [14]

Moreover, as we have noted, while QDA due to its highly interpretive nature suits a sole researcher, the somewhat more rigorous, structured approach of QCA pays off when several researchers are involved in the research project and where double coding is employed as a means to ensure analytical reliability. By focusing on how to use software in conducting QCA, rather than QDA, the article aims to shed light on how it can help overcome QCA-specific challenges, such as accommodating the double coding and comparison of codes by different researchers. As KRIPPENDORF (2013) notes,

"faced with larger volumes of text and working in research teams, content analysts have to divide a body of texts into convenient units, distribute analytical tasks among team members, and work to ensure the consistent application of analytical procedures and standards. For these reasons, content analysts have to be more explicit about the steps they follow than qualitative scholars need to be" (pp.88-89). [15]

The illustration of software-assisted QCA offered below is a response to the concerns/ critiques above. However, this illustration does not neatly or strictly adhere to previous approaches, namely MAYRING’s. Rather, the purpose is to offer a more practical account of QCA as used in our research, to illustrate how our analysis was assisted by a specific software package, NVivo. While the approach to software-assisted QCA described in this article shares MAYRING’s predominant concern to develop a research design flexible enough to allow for quantitative and qualitative elements—as required by the research questions, it differs on various accounts. For example, while his approach considers the coding frame crucial to the method (SCHREIER, 2012), our emphasis here is on the multi-level coding process. [16]

3. A Step-by-Step Approach to Software-Assisted Qualitative Content Analysis of News Articles

Drawing on the steps proposed by JÄGER and MAIER (2009) and BAZELEY (2009), the following sections provide a detailed account of our QDAS-assisted analysis, namely: 1. selecting and learning the software, 2. data import and preparation, 3. the top-down and bottom-up coding procedure, and 4. visualizing data and presenting results. In presenting this account, we draw on our direct experience with NVivo 10, which was the software that we used for our analysis of news articles, described above. [17]
3.1 Step 1: Selecting and learning the software

The first step of our software-assisted analysis was to select the software. This is easier said than done, as the growing list of available options, such as MaxQDA, NVivo or dedoose,¹ can be daunting, particularly as each option comes with its specific advantages and limitations. During a comparison of software options, it is important to keep in mind that the software cannot provide the researcher with a theoretical or analytic framework. It can "merely" provide tools to facilitate data management and analysis (LEWINS & SILVER, 2007). Furthermore, selection must also take into account practicalities, such as whether or which software programs are taught at your institution (ibid.) and the license fees. [18]

In our study, we needed a software package that would allow us to easily collaborate, and to conduct the kind of analysis described further on. Among the various options available, NVivo software suited our needs best, particularly since paying for the license fee was not an issue, and because on-site training was available at our institution. [19]

We acknowledge that high license fees can be a serious drawback for those unable to access a software package such as NVivo through an institution, or with limited financial resources, in which case open source solutions such as recently developed QCAMAP are perhaps as a better option. However, price is only one of the factors to consider. From our experience, since we had little knowledge of QDAS prior to commencing our study, access to learning support, such as training, guide books and video tutorials, was a key criterion, together with the option to learn from a pre-installed sample project. Clearly, this aspect should not be underestimated, as the initial effort required to learn and master the tools offered by QDAS can pose a difficult hurdle in conducting software-assisted qualitative research, as noted, for example by BERGIN (2011) and MANGABEIRA et al. (2004). [20]

Once analysis has started, availability of technical support is another aspect worth considering, as a lack of support can be a serious drawback in conducting QDAS-assisted literature reviews or qualitative content analyses of the type presented in this article. Computers and software can crash—we experienced both—and files can get lost or become inaccessible. This is where packages like NVivo really pay off, as opposed to open source software. We also recommend frequent backups and the use of real-time synchronization cloud storage services, such as Dropbox, as those can avert worst-case scenarios of data loss. An alternative to this would be to use software such as QCmap and dedoose, which are entirely cloud based, allowing access to a research project from any computer with Internet access. [21]

Additional factors that need to be taken into consideration at the stage of choosing the software are whether specific functionality is required. For example, NVivo (Version 10) comes with a web browser extension (NCapture) through

which social media data, such as *Twitter* tweets and public *Facebook* messages, can be collected and analyzed. While not immediately relevant for the research presented here, we considered this functionality of high potential for a follow-up study. [22]

3.1.1 Getting to know the software: Sample project, literature review

With regard to learning the chosen software, we followed the recommendation put forward by various scholars, to get acquainted with QDAS by using it for a literature review, as the process involved is very similar to analyzing qualitative data (DIGREGORIO, 2000; LAVERY, 2012). This can be particularly useful for masters or doctorate theses where literature reviews are extensive and require a considerable amount of time and in depth understanding of the themes, such as the one developed as part of this research project. A key advantage of conducting literature reviews through the NVivo software is that, because everything is stored in one big file, this can be easily edited, expanded, reused and shared. The software can also be used in combination with a range of other programs, such as referencing tools (Endnote, Mendeley, RefWorks, or Zotero), note-taking and archiving software (such as Evernote and OneNote), or SurveyMonkey. [23]

Apart from the literature review, we found that the best way to get to know the software was (in the case of NVivo) to experiment with the preinstalled sample project. In line with traditional approaches to content analysis, we also created a pilot project, in which steps such as data import and running coding queries were tested prior to entering the "serious" stage of analysis. As SCHREIER (2012, p.174) notes,

"trying out your coding frame on part of your material ... allows you to identify the inevitable shortcomings of your coding frame at an early stage, and allows other coders working together with you to familiarise themselves with the coding frame." [24]

3.2 Step 2: Data import and preparation

The next step, after selecting and getting familiar with the software, was to import and prepare the data to be analyzed. [25]

For the study at hand, the *Factiva* database was used to identify news articles containing specific search terms (*Zealand* and *carbon emissions*, used as proxy for New Zealand's environmental performance), published in specific newspapers (leading quality press in Australia, the UK and the US) over a specific time period (2008-2012). Search results (articles) were saved as rtf files, each of which comprised a year of coverage per newspaper. Once opened in *Microsoft Word*, we skimmed those files for content not relevant for the research question, such as sports reports or obituaries (having previously established selection criteria with the research team), and then split them into one file per article using a freely available file-splitting software, *Editor's Toolkit*. It is of course also possible to skip
this step and to directly download and save each article as individual file, especially where database search results in fewer articles than in our case. [26]

Once imported into the software program via NVivo's integrated data import tool, we assigned the articles to a source classification sheet that we had previously created, adapted from a pre-installed template: essentially a table containing specific attributes (columns) and the respective values of each article (rows). For our analysis of news articles, we chose the attributes country, year, newspaper, article title, author, author position, and tone (whether a specific issue was captured and referred to favorably or unfavorably), amongst others (see Screen capture 1 below). In other research scenarios attributes might be age, gender, or profession. Essentially, assigning attributes to documents means to catalog specific information or characteristics (DiGREGORIO, 2000), which enables the search of data for patterns across specific groups or subgroups (ROBERTSON, 2008), or to run detailed queries at a later stage (BRINGER et al., 2006). An additional benefit was that attributes can be added, edited or deleted throughout the analysis process, as required. For instance, we added some specific attributes for connotation at a later stage.

Screen capture 1: NVivo source classification sheet with attribute values. Please click here for an increased version of Screen capture 1. [27]

Screen capture 1 above shows part of the filled classification sheet of the research project. The column on the far left represents the individual news articles (units of analysis), followed by columns for attributes, such as country, year, issue date, and so on. [28]

3.3 Step 3: Multi-level coding

3.3.1 Coding: Inductive vs. deductive

QCA, according to MAYRING (2000), has at its core the creation and implementation of a coding frame, involving pilot coding, subsequent modification of the coding frame, and double coding. SCHREIER (2012) suggests that coding as implemented in QCA and coding more generally conducted during QDA are separate, albeit similar, processes:

"Both involve some degree of abstraction from your material, and both involve assigning a category/code and a segment of data to each other. The methods are different in that coding involves an analytic and iterative procedure, codes are
typically data-driven and consistency is less of an issue. QCA is descriptive, linear, more than iterative, categories can also be concept-driven, and consistency is an important quality criterion” (p.44). [29]

The use of software facilitates the coding process by automatically recording the codes into the software’s coding system ready for sorting later, as required. A big advantage of the software lies in the retrieval of coded text, which remains linked with the individual source passages and so allows ready checking back and forth between analysis and source data. In addition, coding frequencies can be readily viewed, helping in the process of thematic analysis (KUCKARTZ, 2014). [30]

When using NVivo, coding is essentially the act of assigning segments of text or other content to nodes, which are best understood as containers or storage areas (BAZELEY, 2007) that hold "references about a specific theme, place, person or other area of interest" (BRYMAN, 2008, p.570). Similarly to the way folders are organized in Windows operating systems, nodes can be structured hierarchically so that a parent node (for example, Australia) can have multiple child nodes, which in turn can contain additional child nodes (see Screen capture 2 below).

![Screen capture 2: Parent and child nodes in NVivo (Version 10). Please click here for an increased version of Screen capture 2. [31]](http://www.qualitative-research.net/)

Depending on the chosen methodology, this coding can be a first step or "a permeating feature throughout the analytical process" (SCHÖNFELDER, 2011, §33). For example, inductive coding—starting with a detailed analysis of sources, such as news articles, and generating concepts and ideas as themes emerge—will be the preferred strategy for those following a grounded theory strategy (BAZELEY, 2007). Deductive coding, on the other hand, means to start with a specific set of themes, keywords or theoretical ideas in mind, and then to explore whether and how these are mentioned in the sources. [32]

For the multi-level QCA of news articles presented in this article, we used a combination of inductive and deductive coding approach, given our research objective was to determine both quantity (amount and frequency) and valence (tone and themes) of news coverage. In fact, taking such a flexible approach to coding is not uncommon, as the way in which software is used during the analysis process depends on the research questions and objectives (see for example, BOURDON, 2002; MacMILLAN, 2005; RYAN, 2009; SIN, 2008). [33]
Once we completed the step of assigning the source classification sheet attribute values to the news articles, the actual analysis began. The following section describes our use of NVivo 10 software to facilitate the multi-level coding approach we took for our qualitative content analysis of Australian, U.K. and U.S. newspaper articles covering NZ in connection with carbon emissions and its environmental global positioning, published during 2008-2012. [34]

3.3.2 Context unit (node)

As a first step in the multi-level coding approach illustrated in Figure 1 below we reduced the news articles to those parts relevant for the research question, namely those that contained all the search terms. SCHREIER (2012) describes this process as: "Dividing your units of analysis [news articles] into units of coding [parts of the article relevant for the research question] can be thought of as cutting your text into snippets with a pair of scissors" (p.133). We used NVivo's "query" function to help find patterns and to check our initial ideas, as recommended by BAZELEY (2007). The function allowed us to save searches and to re-run them as required on different data, and to store, print or export the results. For example, we ran text search queries for specific words or combinations of words on all or selected sets of our news articles, as well as word frequency queries to generate lists of the most frequent words in a particular source, folder or node. [35]

We were interested in understanding results of any query in "context." SCHREIER (2012), in reference to Krippendorff (2004) and RUSTEMEYER (1992), describes context units as "that proportion of the surrounding material that one needs to understand the meaning of a given unit of coding" (p.133). In our case, we decided that at least the paragraph surrounding each search term was necessary as the context for understanding how the term was used. [36]

We first conducted a text search query for emissions and saved results including the surrounding paragraph at a new node. Next, we ran a text search query for New Zealand within the content just saved in the newly created emissions node (in NVivo this is called a compound query), to single out references to New Zealand and carbon emissions. [37]

Again, results were saved as a new node—NZ emissions—which became the context node. This way only the search term in its context, the most relevant parts within the articles, was included in the analysis. [38]

In the case of overseas news coverage of New Zealand and carbon emissions, this was necessary as mentions often were limited to one paragraph, leaving the rest of the article of little relevance for the research questions.
Next we ran a word frequency query within the context node and created a new node for each of the key terms that appeared in the query results, such as emissions trading, or Australia. We then ran a text search query on the context node to single out and save references to each key term in the respective node. [40]

Once this was done, we started with the inductive part of analysis, or bottom-up coding. This basically consisted of opening the nodes created for each of the most frequent terms, reading their content line-by-line, and coding salient themes into new child nodes—a procedure also referred to as open coding (see for example, GIBBS, 2002; KUS SAILLARD, 2011; SICCAMA & PENNA, 2008). [41]

This was also the stage at which we determined the tone of coverage related to each of those key terms, which we noted in the source classification sheet, once the respective new attributes had been created. Unlike the comparatively rigid top-down coding process that comprised the first part of our software-assisted
QCA, the second part was more flexible in that we revisited the newly created theme nodes, edited and changed them if, for example, references to a specific theme overlapped or turned out to be less frequent than expected, in which case we would merge those child nodes. \[42\]

### 3.4 Step 4: Visualizing data and presenting findings

Our final step of the software-assisted qualitative content analysis of news articles presented in this article was to use some of the visualization tools offered by NVivo, such as models, charts and tree maps. For instance, the model function helped us to detect patterns and relationships in data (BAZELEY & JACKSON, 2013). Especially during the literature review which we conducted prior to the data analysis and as a way to get acquainted with the software, models proved a useful tool to visualize links and relations between nodes, sources, or ideas (BAZELEY, 2007; BRINGER et al., 2006; ROBERTSON, 2008). They gave an overview of "who or what is involved, their relationships and their relative importance" (BAZELEY & JACKSON, 2013, p.217). We also used the model tool during the bottom-up coding stage described above, to gain a better understanding and overview of key themes in Australian coverage of New Zealand and carbon emissions, for instance (see Figure 2 below). We particularly liked the fact that the model tool displays but does not interfere with actual project documents (SICCAMA & PENNA, 2008).

![Figure 2: Model depicting key themes in Australian news coverage of NZ and carbon emissions during 2008-2012, created with NVivo (Version 10). Please click here for an increased version of Figure 2. \[43\]](http://example.com)

In addition, tree maps helped us to visualize one or more attribute values within the data. For example, a tree map derived from the attributes country and year illustrated how the amount of overseas coverage of New Zealand and carbon emissions differed across countries and changed over time (see Figure 3 below).
A major benefit of using tree maps and other visualization tools is that they are linked to the data represented, allowing fast and easy access. For instance, hovering over the fields within a tree map shows the number of items it represents, while a double-click opens the classification sheet with the meta-data (attribute values) previously assigned to the respective articles. However, due to the multiple functions offered by QDAS such as NVivo, the functionality of visualization tools can be limited, and so it can be useful to combine QDAS with other software. For example, we used Microsoft Excel to create the charts depicting changes in the amount and tone of overseas news coverage by manually transferring the respective values from our NVivo file.

4. Ensuring Trustworthiness and Reliability of Findings

Because processes of organizing, coding and analyzing data in qualitative research are largely invisible to the reader, a high amount of faith in the presented research results is required (KRIPPENDORFF, 2013). Insufficient transparency and trustworthiness of the qualitative data analysis process have repeatedly been stressed as limiting factors of qualitative inquiries (BRINGER et al., 2004; DECROP, 1999; KIKOOMA, 2010; RICHARDS, 2002). As mentioned in Section 1, qualitative studies often lack a detailed account of data collection procedures, steps involved in the analysis process, and how those lead to specific results and conclusions (JOHNSTON, 2006; KIKOOMA, 2010;
THOMPSON, 2002). Clearly, making the research process transparent can enhance its trustworthiness and perceived quality. [46]

While software-use per se does not guarantee trustworthiness, packages such as NVivo do provide a range of tools, or transparency mechanisms, that can help make the methodological and analytical process more comprehensible and retraceable (JOHNSTON, 2006; MANGABEIRA et al., 2004; RYAN, 2009; THOMPSON, 2002). These include the log file in which each action undertaken in NVivo is registered, the ability to export and save coding extracts, node structures, and so on, and the visualization tools described above. Moreover, the software makes it comparatively easy for multiple researchers to work on the same file without having to be in the same geographical location, thereby allowing for double coding and coding reliability. [47]

For the qualitative content analysis of news articles presented here, additional transparency mechanisms included keeping a research journal for reflections on the research process and to keep track of software or coding issues and their solutions. In fact, many QDAS users recommend recording emergent ideas, key decisions and even “have-done” and “to-do” lists in a research journal in order to allow reflection on the research process (BAZELEY, 2007; BRINGER et al., 2004, 2006; JOHNSTON, 2006). Keeping the research journal within NVivo had the advantage that it could be linked to sources or nodes, and that its content could be coded, searched and annotated just like any other document within the software. However, doing so also carried the risk of losing the journal in the event of software or computer crashes, as we experienced during the pilot project on a previous version of the NVivo software. We ended up keeping it as an external document for the additional advantage that the journal could be shared with research supervisors or collaborators not familiar with NVivo. [48]

5. Overcoming Limitations

Despite the apparent advantages of using software such as NVivo as a tool for qualitative content analysis of news articles, we endorse the observation by other scholars that QDAS are neither designed for nor capable of analyzing the data for the researcher and that they only provide the tools to assist this analysis (HUTCHISON, JOHNSTON & BRECKON, 2010; LEECH & OWUEGBUZIE, 2011; MacMILLAN, 2005; ROBERTS & WILSON, 2002; SCHÖNFELDER, 2011; SCHREIER, 2012). We found that, despite its strengths, the NVivo package was no magic wand through which bad analysis or sloppy data could deliver great results (MARSHALL, 2002; THOMPSON, 2002). Just like with manual research methods, the researcher remained the person in charge of interpreting the text and drawing conclusions (BERGIN, 2011; GIBBS, 2002). Here we found the most trained researcher and the one closest to the data collected was best at analysis. The coding underpinning this analysis was however also retrievable, for display during ongoing analysis. Due to the transparent nature of the coding process, we were able to provide feedback to analysis and interpretation could become a truly joint effort. This supports the assumption put forward by MacMILLAN and KOENIG (2004) that the better the researcher is at working the software program,
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the better analysis and results are likely to be. In this regard, flexibility, creativity and intuition are as important as ever, whether one uses software or not (BOURDON, 2002; LEECH & ONWUEGBUZIE, 2011; ROBERTS & WILSON, 2002). [49]

We found that QDAS facility for analytical flexibility and transparency of the research process were among the key advantages of using software-assisted analysis over manual methods. [50]

Some early criticism of QDAS included concerns that the use of software for qualitative data analysis could hinder in-depth, interpretative analysis by distancing the researcher from the data (BAZELEY, 2007; BOURDON, 2002; RYAN, 2009). At the same time, too much closeness to data had been identified as a considerable limitation to using QDAS in qualitative research, particularly when researchers immerse themselves too much in their data and lose sight of the larger picture (BAZELEY, 2007; GILBERT, 2002). [51]

The multi-level approach to QDAS-assisted analysis of news articles presented in this article however was found to help avoid both extremes in that it allowed "closeness for familiarity and appreciation of subtle differences, but distance for abstraction and synthesis—and the ability to switch between the two" (BAZELEY, 2007, p.8). For example, usually the researcher closest to the data brings in the awareness of the complexities in the data, while other researchers bring in the abstraction necessarily for synthesis at the final stage of the analysis. However, they do this without being familiar with the coding process and the data. Thus abstraction is imposed on to the data. In this case as the coding and analysis processes are transparent, the focus on familiarity can be switched to abstraction, followed by synthesis as some members will still remain distant from the data, while being fully aware of how the data was coded. [52]

On the other hand, due to the comparative ease of coding in QDAS, over-coding did become a serious issue, especially for novice researchers who often did not know when to stop coding (MARSHALL, 2002). Thus we concur with MARSHALL who noted that in such a scenario, software designed to facilitate coding can turn into a serious limitation by making it difficult to stop, particularly because—no matter how much time and effort one spends coding—there is always something else, something potentially useful to be found (ibid.). We found that researchers who were distant from the actual data, could help the novice researcher think beyond the "coding" stage. [53]

Thus, we stress the importance of well-defined research questions and a clear, step-by-step procedure such as the one presented in this article, to help to avoid the issue of over-coding at the analysis stage. [54]
6. Outlook

The purpose of this article was to illustrate the methodological process of using qualitative data analysis software such as NVivo, with a specific focus on qualitative content analysis. We demonstrated how tools provided by QDAS can be used to explore occurrences of specific keywords within news texts—namely New Zealand in connection with carbon emissions, their meanings within the immediate context, and how software makes it possible to drill down to words and back up to context, and to move back and forth in coding and between analytical levels. The article stressed that, while not without its pitfalls and limitations, QDAS-assisted qualitative research in general and QCA specifically also has some considerable advantages over manual analysis methods, first and foremost analytical flexibility and transparency. This is particularly the case where more than one researcher is involved. Eventually, there are myriad ways of applying software to qualitative and mixed methods analysis of texts, such as news articles. As software develops and the range of available options constantly increases, more illustrations and detailed accounts of software use in practice, such as the one attempted in this article, will be needed to guide researchers in their decision which, whether and how to use software within the broad field of qualitative research. [55]
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